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Role
Head of Design, N.A.

Company
Cognizant 

Client
Pepsico

Year
2016

Topics 
•  Product strategy
•  User research 
•  User journeys
•  User testing
•  Prototyping
•  Product design

Pepsi Digest
Transforming a data ecosystem to uncover insights.

01.
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Role description

Pepsi was a priority client for Cognizant, so for this project I was very 
hands-on leading the day-today project team. We worked together on-
site at Pepsi for most of the engagement (6 mos.) working directly with the 
CIO leadership team. On a day-to-day level, I was very much a working 
member of the team conducting research, leading workshops, and doing 
hands-on design. As Head of Design my role also included liaising between 
leadership in Pepsi and Cognizant, as well as other Cognizant IT and 
business teams working in Pepsi that helped support this project.  

Overview 

As Head of Design, NA I was part of the leadership team that worked 
with leadership from PepsiCo and Cognizant to conceive and guide the 
project from inception to completion. 

I led the multi-disciplinary project team:
•   Business analyst
•   User research 
•   User Experience 
•   Design
•   Front-end engineer
•   Back-end engineer

Because our team was so new we did not have a Designer on staff so I 
was the hands-on Designer for the project. 

My role

Pepsi Digest
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Pepsi Digest Overview

Background The CIO organization wanted to use new 
methods such as Design Thinking in order to become 
more innovative.    

Problem The CIO organization was perceived as a 
reactive team that the business went to for reports.

Objective Use the daily sales report as a starting point 
to transform the team to a proactive insights provider.    
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Here is an opportunity 
for us to move from 
being Data Providers 
to Insight Providers.”
Jaime Montemayor
SVP & Chief Information Officer, PepsiCo

“

Pepsi Digest Overview
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We created a Journey map of the current work process, pain 
points and ideated ways to improve the experience. 

Pepsi Digest Research

We held executive workshops to 
gain a shared understanding of how 
the PepsiCo team works with data 
in order to make decisions.
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Pepsi Digest Design principles

Everything you need 
to know everyday is 
consumable in less than 
15 minutes

80% of your questions are 
accurately and automatically 
answered

Continuously learns and 
provides context-sensitive, 
accurate information
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Pepsi Digest Insights + implications

We interviewed over 30 employees to understand how 
data was gathered, stored, analyzed, understood and 
shared in their daily jobs. From these conversations we 
learned critical insights that shaped the design. 

Insight 
There is a lot of doubt that automated insights would 
be trustworthy. People are skeptical of insights or 
conclusions they didn’t reach on their own. 

Insight 
The current data reports create a lot of different 
‘truths’ depending on who is viewing the data, their 
role, and what they are looking for. 

Implication:
The insights would not be a unified 
truth for the entire organization, but 
would represent consistent facts that 
would facilitate better understanding 
and alignment 

Implication:
Introducing a tool that generated 
automated insights would need to be a 
process. People would need to learn to 
trust the logic.

Implication:
People still need the ability to see 
how insights & conclusions are 
reached and the ability to play with 
the data themselves.
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Cognizant Digital Works
Proprietary and Confidential

02. Research
Data Transformation Framework

8/16/19PepsiCo Digest 
Final Deliverables

1

Data Collection
PepsiCo Data

Competitor Data
News

Process

Data Analytics
Taxonomy

Deep Learning
AI

Data Consumption
Business Logic

NLG
Visualizations

Collaboration
People
Process
Platform

INSIGHT ACTIONKNOWLEDGE

Sales 

Strategy

Distribution

Planning 

Marketing

R&D

Business Function:

Workflow

Personalization & Customization

System Learning

Business Logic

PepsiCo Digest

Pepsi Digest Insights + implications

An over-arching framework emerged that provided focus to the PepsiCo 
Digest application, an understanding of how it fit into the team’s overall 
workflow, and other work streams that needed to occur to create a 
comprehensive data transformation.
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Pepsi Digest Prototyping + user testing

Based on our learnings we quickly developed 
several prototypes to gauge what level of 
fidelity was necessary for both design and data 
accuracy. Because prototypes are developed in 
PepsiCo, and quickly abandoned, our proof of 

concept had to demonstrate a compelling 
experience that contained real data in order to 
convince executives that the Digest was worth 
their investment and participation. 
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Pepsi Digest Brand design 

To address the issue of perception we learned in our first round 
of testing, we created a more cohesive brand design for the 
digest to convey that it was more than just an experiment. 
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Pepsi Digest v1.0 launch 

From the moment the experience begins, it is designed to feel 
unlike anything Pepsi employees have had to work with as a 
business tool, and more like the apps they are used to using in 
their personal lives.  
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Pepsi Digest v1.0 launch 

The digest transforms 
40 pages of data into 
3 key metrics.
In research we learned that there were 3 
consistent metrics that the teams were 
looking for first. These 3 metrics were 
presented immediately upon login and 
based on their specific role. 

If the indicators are positive, then the 
user knows immediately that they are 
on track and are likely done for the 
day. If the indicators are negative, the 
experience is designed to allow the 
individual to diagnose causes and 
determine best course of action. 
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Pepsi Digest v1.0 launch 

Natural Language 
Generation (NLG) was 
explored as an alternative 
to charts and attempting to 
draw insights immediately 
from the data. 

While it held a lot of 
potential, we found that 
the learning curve for the 
NLG software (Arria) was so 
steep that it would not begin 
to truly produce insights for 
at least six months. 
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Pepsi Digest v1.0 launch 

Users were able to drill deeper into data through 
multiple dimensions in order to determine whether 
problems were regional in nature, isolated to certain 
customers and how they could take action. 

To address the issue of who to contact for questions 
regarding different data, we mapped specific people 
to data so it was easy to identify who to contact and 
reach out directly. 
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Outcomes

PepsiCo had a product that demonstrated the CIO team’s commitment to 
transforming into a proactive group that provides meaningful insights.

Employees had a tool that felt like the apps they use in their personal lives, 
developed mobile-first, and demonstrated a new direction for where internal 
tools were heading. 

The company had a new framework for how to holistically approach data-
driven projects moving forward. 

The organization had a working example of NLG as well as an understanding 
for how it could add value as well as how to work with it. 

Pepsi Digest Outcomes
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Role
Head of Design, N.A.

Company
Cognizant 

Client
National Life Group

Years
2016 - 2018 

Topics 
•  CX strategy
•  User research 
•  User journeys
•  User testing
•  Service design
•  Product design
•  Agile

National Life Group
Redefining the customer for a century old business.

02.
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National Life Group Overview

PART 2 - CUSTOMER PORTAL REDESIGN
I led 2 multi-disciplinary project teams:

US / NYC-based:
•   Business analyst
•   User research 
•   User Experience 
•   Design (2)

Role description

The second year was focused on building the customer portal and I 
stepped back into a more traditional hands-off leadership role of directing 
a larger design team that was in both US and India. 

I also acted as an Agile leader on the portal design to unify the efforts of 
multiple scrum teams through a human-centered design lens focused on 
executing the CX Strategy.  

India-based: 
•   User Experience (2)
•   Design (2)

Overview 

As Head of Design, NA I was part of the leadership team that worked 
with leadership from National Life Group and Cognizant to conceive and 
guide the project from inception to completion. 

PART 1 - CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE STRATEGY
I led the multi-disciplinary project team:

•   Business analyst (2)
•   Technology strategist
•   User research 
•   User Experience 
•   Design(2)

Role description

The first year was focused on creating a CX Strategy, which i led a team of 
7 (user research, business analyst, UX and design) and was very hands-
on in the activities and output establishing the process and templates we 
created as the blueprint for Cognizant projects moving forward. 

My role
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PART 1 - CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE STRATEGY

Background National Life Group had sold life 
insurance and annuities for over 100 years, but had 
never sold directly to policy holders.  

Problem The company had no understanding of the 
people who bought their products. 

Objective Create an understanding of their current and 
potential customers in order to create a strategy to sell 
‘direct to consumer’ for the first time.   

National Life Group Overview Part 1 / Customer Experience Strategy
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National Life Group Research

Objective
Establish an understanding of the buying customer for Life & Annuities products in 
order to ideate future customer experiences based on a direct relationship

Research
15 in person interviews
- NLG Customers & non-customers

300 survey participants
- NLG Customers & non-customers

Co-Create
- Workshop in to review findings and ideate future customer experience 

Output
- Personas
- Customer journeys / current state
- Customer journeys / future state

In the insurance industry, the ‘customer’ is typically 
considered to be the broker, not the people who 
actually buy the products. 
For the first time in the company’s history, 
NLG commissioned primary research into the 
‘buying customer’ in order to create a future 
Strategy that sold and built relationships 
directly with customers. 

Part 1 / Customer Experience Strategy
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Learnings

People have little to no relationship with NLG as a brand, the 
relationship lies with their broker. 

Policy holders have vastly different experiences with brokers, which 
reflects on their views of NLG. 

People don’t have confidence in their purchase because they don’t 
fully understand what they bought. 

Customers don’t only want self-service, there are times when they 
want dialog, human interaction, and expert guidance. 

The relationship is a long-term life cycle where needs change as 
customers lives change. 

Actions

Design an experience that 
continues to build a direct 
relationship with customers 
from day one. The experience 
builds trust through ease of use, 
creating an understanding of the 
products and their value, and 
being present throughout the life 
cycle with a personal knowledge 
of the customer. 

National Life Group Research learnings Part 1 / Customer Experience Strategy
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National Life Group Personas

Family Man “When parents call me about basketball I tell them 
‘trust me I’m an expert’; so when I call my agent I 
expect them be an expert.”

Bio 
When I became a teacher, I bought my life 
insurance and annuity without a second 
thought. All the teachers at my school and my 
mom (former teacher) just told me to do it, so I 
did. Ten years later I still have both products. 
I am a ‘numbers person’ that focuses on the 
data to make decisions. Since these products 
are so complex, my data-first philosophy is 
abandoned. I still value these products, I just 
wish I had understood more during purchase.

Needs & Motivations
 - Continue to invest with a company that 
understands teachers and their financial goals.

 - Understand how I compare financially  
against similar people.

 - Receive educated agent advice on  
products and services.

 - Advise me throughout my life like a  
friend would.

Finance
Novice Expert

Technology
Laggard Early adopter

Activity
Set & forget Tweak

Customer service
Personal touch Self service

Personality

Privacy
Restrictive Personalization

Frustrations
 - No personal connection.
 - Lack of response from my agent when I 
need quick answers.

 - Dealing with customer service that does 
not seem to care.

 - Unable to complete easy, self service 
tasks online.

Key Stats*
 - 36% engage with LI policy weekly and 45% 
engage with annuity policy weekly.

 - 60% have interacted with financial companies 
via mobile in the past year.

Emotions
   Pleased with teacher-first 

philosophy.
  Satisfied with policies.
   Overwhelmed by products.
  Frightened by too much control.

Insurance

Annuities

Age  35

Marital status  Wife pregnant

Ethnicity  Caucasian

HHI  65K – 100K

Occupation  Teacher & Coach

Education  Bachelors Degree

Exit risk  Low

Status  10 yrs in-force

Scrappy 
Entrepreneur

“My expectations from an insurance company 
come from how I run my business; I want great 
customer service and products that are tailored 
towards my unique financial situation.”

Bio 
Previously I had LI, so I knew I’d purchase it 
again after moving to the US. It wasn’t until I 
was engaged that it became a priority. I use it to 
protect my spouse since we have a new house 
and a business. The peace of mind the policy 
provides is worth it, even if it forces me to make 
difficult financial decisions for my business. 
I wish the loans I could get from the product 
were much larger; I was expecting more than a 
$1,500 max loan after four years.

Needs & Motivations
 - Continue to diversify my financial portfolio.
 - A direct and communicative relationship with 
my provider.

 - Consistent customer service with an actual 
human being.

 - Prioritization of all my financial responsibilities.

Finance
Novice Expert

Technology
Laggard Early adopter

Activity
Set & forget Tweak

Customer service
Personal touch Self service

Personality

Privacy
Restrictive Personalization

Frustrations
 - Unclear on extra benefits of my policy, 
felt misled by agent.

 - My agent knows everything about my 
account and policy.

 - Less than expected growth in my funds.

Key Stats*
 - 50% have considered switching LI, while 
31% have switched in last 3 years.

 - Only 28% are comfortable sharing 
health, location-based, social media, and 
transaction data.

Emotions
  Peace of mind with policy.
  Excited to grow business.
  Uncertain if holds right plan.
   Frustrated with no up-to-date info.

Insurance

Annuities

Age  32

Marital status  Engaged, no kids

Ethnicity  African Immigrant

HHI  65K – 100K

Occupation  SBO 

Education  Bachelors Degree

Exit risk  High

Status  5 yrs in-force

Anxious 
Elder

“My agent didn’t seem to have the knowledge to 
explain the annuity product’s actual payout. I 
cannot be taking chances with misinformation at 
this point in my life.”

Bio 
When I am investing, I need to build a 
relationship with the person who sold me the 
product. This is very important – especially 
with complex products like Indexed annuities. 
Unfortunately, my agent didn’t correctly 
serve me. I don’t blame NLG for this, but it is 
important that these agents truly understand the 
products they are selling. Overall, I really like 
NLG’s products; they allow me to accumulate 
wealth during retirement.

Needs & Motivations
 - Live same lifestyle during retirement.
 - Leave an inheritance and eliminate any 
financial burden for my kids.

 - Partner with educated agents.
 - Quickly understand how products work for 
me over time.

Finance
Novice Expert

Technology
Laggard Early adopter

Activity
Set & forget Tweak

Customer service
Personal touch Self service

Personality

Privacy
Restrictive Personalization

Frustrations
 - Forced to self-educate due to agent lack of 
knowledge.

 - Misled/misunderstood the policy and how it 
accumulates.

 - Portal not compatible with all my devices.

Key Stats*
 - 29% have had no contact with insurance 
provider in the past year.

 - Only 33% believe they save the maximum they 
can each year in retirement accounts.

Emotions
  Hopeful NLG is right partner.
  Secure after self-education.
  Frustrated by agent.
  Confused by NLG vs. LSW.

Insurance

Annuities

Age  62

Marital status  Married

Ethnicity  Latino

HHI  50K – 70K (wife)

Occupation  Retired Principal

Education  Graduate Degree

Exit risk  Medium

Status  30 yrs in-force

Rising 
Professional

“I wanted a more comprehensive life insurance 
plan through my company, but because the 
process was complicated I settled for just the 
base policy.”

Bio 
I am concentrated on being self sufficient when 
it comes to my finances. I’ll try anything once 
to get a better return. When doing financial 
planning, I use the Internet to gain knowledge, 
but I know it can be deceiving and don’t fully 
trust everything I hear. Today, growing and 
diversifying my portfolio is priority #1. As I’m 
getting older, I worry about my family’s security 
if something were to happen to me. For now, I 
cover myself with minimal protection.

Needs & Motivations
 - Buy a comprehensive life insurance plan 
fairly soon.

 - Protect my retirement with multiple financial 
products (401(k), Roth IRA and alternative 
platforms).

 - Allow me to try before I buy.
 - Avoid any direct or phone interaction.

Finance
Novice Expert

Technology
Laggard Early adopter

Activity
Set & forget Tweak

Customer service
Personal touch Self service

Personality

Privacy
Restrictive Personalization

Frustrations
 - I don’t need more information, I need the 
right education.

 - Online customer service should be available 
when and how I want it.

 - I dislike any third party involvement in my 
finances or insurance.

Key Stats*
 - 55% are comfortable sharing health, location-
based, social media and transaction data.

 - 75% are very likely to purchase life insurance 
in the future.

Emotions
  Excited for digital products.
  Optimistic about future.
   Worried about parents’ finances. 
  Unsure of all L&A benefits. 

Insurance

Annuities

Age  27

Marital status  Single

Ethnicity  Asian-American

HHI  80K – 130K

Occupation  Consultant

Education  Graduate Degree

Exit risk  Medium

Status  Recently enrolled

We created 8 total personas in order to understand all the potential 
customers, and prioritized 4 that aligned with business objectives. 

Part 1 / Customer Experience Strategy
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National Life Group Customer journey / current state 

Life Event - First child Word of mouth 

Phone call

NLG customer service
Family
Teachers

Agent
Family members

Agent

“I’m about to be a father.”
“I need to take care of my 
family.”

“I have so many things I need 
to do to prepare for the baby.”

Overwhelmed 
Confused
Anxious
Protective
Frustrated

Lack of education on where 
to start this process. 
Orphaned by his Agent.

Anxious
Frustrated
Responsibility
Overwhelmed

Lack of education on 
where to start this 
process.Orphaned by his 
Agent.
Complicated process of 
finding the right person to 
talk too.

Lack of comparison tools 
to ensure that he is making 
the right decision based on 
people similar to him.
Proactive Agent or customer 
service follow up.

Will I need to create 
additional paperwork?

Inevitability of uncertainty
Lack of control
Overwhelmed

A little anxious
Relief

Content
Unsure

“I need to make the best 
decisions for my family.”

“I trust that I’m getting the 
right advice but this is a new 
person I am talking to.”

“Am I making the right 
decision?”

“Is more information better or 
just will it just create more 
confusion?”

“I’m almost at the finish 
line.”

“But have I made the right 
decision.”

“Once this is process is 
completed I can focus on 
more important tasks.”

Annuity
“Am I putting away enough for 
my family?”

“Is this the right investment 
vehicle for me?”
Term Life

“Since I have increased my 
policy I should be fine for the 
new 3 years?”

Annuity
“Since my family is growing 
do I need to save more 
via my annuity or through 
another investment 
opportunity?”
Term Life

“Does the value of this policy 
still work for my family?”

Diffculty using online portal.
Lack of frequency of 
statements. Lack of 
proactiveness from agent 
and customer service.

Not having a relationship 
with his Agent where in they 
have regular checkins.

Phone call Employer Tool NLG Website
Statements
School District  
information/website

“This is a really important 
decision.”

“Even with this education how 
do I know I am making the 
right decision?”

“Where is my Agent?”
“Why am I spending precious 
time searching for my agent?”

“NLG seems like a  
good company but I don’t 
interact with them that much.”

Current customer Agent Tier 1 Change of personal 
information

Every few years he will re-evaluate 
what’s best for his family.

Customer Service
Agent

MOTIVATION EDUCATION NLG BRAND AWARENESS COMPARISON PURCHASE ENROLL EVALUATION LOANUSE ADMIN

Products: Life / Term & AnnuityTechnically savvy but wants guidance from 
individual experts.

Family Man

Connect me to a  
trusted expert

Tell me how I compare 
with my peers

I need expert help when I 
want to make changes

We first mapped out a life-cycle that encompassing a customer’s 
interaction with NLG from purchase to a lifetime of use. Each persona was 
mapped along these journeys to identify pain points and opportunities.

Part 1 / Customer Experience Strategy
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National Life Group

Customer 
Journey
Worksheet

MOTIVATION EDUCATION

Opportunity NLG Touchpoint Opportunity

NLG BRAND AWARENESS COMPARISON PURCHASE ENROLL LOYALTY ADVOCACYUSE ADMIN EVALUATION LOAN

Challenge 1

Challenge 2

Challenge 3

Challenge 4

Activity

0

-

+

Sentiment

National Life Group Co-creation workshop 

All the business teams were brought together to review the 
research findings and co-create new opportunities across 
the customer life cycle. 
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National Life Group Customer journeys / future state

While in third party financial 
app sees a promo for ‘how 
do I compare to others?’ for 
life insurance

Targeting customer by 
persona in channel of 
preference

Sees NLG co-sponsored 
comparison within 3rd party 
experience using customer 
data to show comparison

Contextual information

Within NLG freemium 
experience customer sees 
specific products that are 
relevant to his data from 
3rd party app as well as 
peer comparison

Providing relevance 
through customization and 
reassurance through peer 
comparison

“Brought to you by NLG” 
messaging

Associating NLG brand 
with relevant, contextual 
education

Rising professional needs 
to feel like this is a self-
service process, but when 
he applies, his request is 
routed through an agent

Immediacy, ease and feeling 
of self-service

1 yr anniversary 
announcement rewarding 
loyalty

Rewarding customer for 
loyalty and engagement 
with NLG

Products: Life / TermExperiences NLG in an existing channel through a 
customized, contextual and simplified experience.

MOTIVATION EDUCATION NLG BRAND AWARENESS COMPARISON PURCHASE/ ENROLL LOYALTY ADVOCACYUSE

01. Make it matter to me 02. Make this fast, easy and 
relevant

03. Keep me engaged

Rising Professional
Existing customer reaches 
out to agent to discuss 
shifting accounts into 
annuities and needs advice 
and education

Agent assembles 
recommended products, 
peer comparison as well 
as educational materials 
about annuities and sends 
customer link in email

Customized and contextual 
experience to enhance 
the relationship with 
the Agent

Reviews materials and 
product choices with agent 
in person

Providing context and 
customization with face-to-
face interaction between 
agents and customers

Conversation through 
NLG portal with NLG tools 
creates ease of use and 
reinforces NLG brand to 
customer

Leveraging NLG experience 
to gain trust with both the 
agent and NLG

Agent and customer review 
and submit application 
during face-to-face 
meeting

Faster and easier buying 
process

Notification - Reaching a 
milestone activates features 
such as tax benefits and 
other perks

Reassuring customer by 
proactively notifying them of 
product benefits

Access to daily performance 
data and ability to export 
relevant data to other 
financial software

Ability to track ongoing 
progress and leverage data 
within other financial apps

MOTIVATION EDUCATION NLG BRAND AWARENESS COMPARISON PURCHASE/ ENROLL LOYALTY ADVOCACYUSE

01. Show me the bigger picture 02. Help me reach my specific goals 03. Reassure me

Product: AnnuityLooking to shift investments into an annuity to maximize 
retirement savings and reduce risk

Anxious Elder

Life Event - new job Agent assembles 
recommended products, 
peer comparison, as well 
as ‘Understanding 403b’ 
materials and sends link 
to customer

Customized and contextual 
experience to enhance 
the relationship with 
the Agent

Reviews materials and 
product choices with agent 
in person

Providing context and 
customization to face-
to-face interaction with 
agents and customers

Link to NLG freemium 
experience that provides a 
recap of the conversation, 
peer comparison, as well as 
recommended products and 
materials to review

Leveraging NLG experience 
to gain trust with both the 
agent and NLG

Agent and customer review 
and submit application 
during face-to-face 
meeting

Faster and easier buying 
process

A broker approaches her 
about buying a new non-
NLG plan. Knowing she will 
lose the extra benefits she 
has earned over time she 
decides not to leave NLG

Retaining customers by 
incentives

Receives 1 yr anniversary 
gift from NLG and learns the 
longer she stays the more 
she will earn

Providing incentives for 
customers to create loyalty

Ability to join online 
community for teachers 
and educators to discuss 
and provide feedback on 
products and services 

Increase Advocacy towards 
the trusted NLG Brand 

MOTIVATION EDUCATION NLG BRAND AWARENESS COMPARISON PURCHASE/ ENROLL LOYALTY ADVOCACYUSE

01. I’m not a number, make this about me 02. Show me how NLG is different than my 
other options

03. Why should I stay with 
NLG?

Products: Life / Term & Annuity Starting new job and wondering if her annuity is still the right 
investment choice 

Common Educator

Future state customer journeys were created to demonstrate how 
a new customer-centric experience would be created across the 
life cycle that would create a more relevant, more personalized and 
more human relationship.

Part 1 / Customer Experience Strategy
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National Life Group Product concepts 

Insights ‘at-a-glance’

Policy basics ‘at-a-glance’

Planning tools

Concepts were visualized in order to 
demonstrate how the products would 
embody a more personalized approach 
based on the specific user needs and 
business needs. 

Part 1 / Customer Experience Strategy
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PART 2 - CUSTOMER PORTAL 

Background The Customer Portal was the first product to 
be redesigned as part of the larger CX Strategy.   

Problem The current Customer Portal and customer 
support platform did not support growth, and would 
increase cost with more customers.  

Objective Create a new foundation for the Customer 
Experience that supported a relationship with the customer 
while creating efficiencies that allowed for growth.    

National Life Group Overview Part 2 / Customer Portal Redesign
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National Life Group Product planning

NLG

|   NLG 2018 Workshop

Sprint Zero Workshop Output

Epics / Goals Registration & Onboard Profile Policy - How Am I Doing? Policy - Maintenance Profile - What Could I Do? Policy - Make a Change Contact / Help
Summary  
at a Glance DB

Tasks

Rising 
Professional

Family Man 
& Common 
Teacher

Internal 
Function
& Ops

Customer
Experience

Self Register Forgot Password
And/Or Login

Add A Fingerprint

Update My Profile View Policy Info
For All My Stuff

Look Up Policy
Rules

View Retirement
Balance

What Is My Cash
Balance?

Educate On Your
Policy

Policy
Transactions

How Can I
Improve?

Add Coverage
For Spouse

Make Changes Online 
With Immediate
Confirmation Via
Email

I Want My Agenda
To Know
Changes Made
To Policy

Copies For
Agencies /
Agents

Notify Contract
Change
Department

Underwriting Transacts:
- Increase Coverage
- Add Rider
- Coverage For Spouse

Marketing Maps
Out And Creates
Push Notifications

Analytics /
Metrics /
Feedback Loop

Identify Or Reassign 
Agent For Some
“Change” Functions

Need “Internal”
Agent For Immediate
Requests

Requires Agent:
- Increase Coverage
- Adding Certain Riders
- Adding Coverage
 For Spouse

Add A Family
Member Life
Policy Via
Self-service

Agent Involvement - Is It
A Corporate Policy?  
Is It Regulatory?

I Want To
Discuss My
Options With An
Expert

Immediate Text
Notification For
Changes Made

I Don’t Want To
Call My Agent To
Make Changes

Increase
Coverage

Change
Contributions

Adding 
Riders

Change Interest
Crediting
Strategies

Change
Allocations

Change  
Address

Send A Message
To Customer
Service

Look Up My
Agent Contact
Info

Chat Capabilities
With Agent

Remind Me To
Check-in On
Annuity

Contact
Customer Service

How Happy Are
You With NLG?
(Smiley Face Options)

Feedback Loop Follow Up If
There Was A
Service Request

Proactive Notification
Before Event  
(I.E. Lapse)

A Call Back From
Customer Service

Text/Email Asking How 
You Are Doing If You
Haven’t Logged
In For Awhile

Contact Agent 
On Policy

If No Agency, NLG
Reassigns
Orphans

In-force Data
Informs Auto
Emails / Event Trigger

Auto-System
Emails Will Be
Responsive To
Her Interactions

If No Agent,
Contact Agency
Head To Reassign

Customer Service
Requires A Chat
Tool

Contact Me If I’m
About To Lapse

Store My
Requests 
To Agent

I Want To See
My Agent’s Info

I Want To
Message  
My Agent

One Point Of
Contact At NLG

Suggestions For
New Agents If
‘Orphaned’

Live, Real-time
Chat For Help

I Want Text Alert
Reminders Of
Critical Policy
Events

Easily Administer
Policy Alerts Via
Web Or Phone

Text Msg To Cust. 
Support 24/7 With
Response During
Business Hours

I Want Push
Notifications And
An Area To See
Them

I Want 24/7 Chat
With NLG

Informative Error
Msgs If Site Fails

Send A Msg  
To Self-Service Help
My Agent

Push
Notifications

Chat With A
Service Rep

Self-Service Help

Speak To An
Agent

Proactive Alert
Notifications

Tool Tips (I) Customer Service
Help

Online
Suggestions
From Other
People Like Me

I Want To See How 
Different Contributions
Impact Retirement
Income

Show Me My
Loan Options /
Pricing Within
Seconds

I Want To Share
My Policy /
Change Ideas
With My Partner

Compare My
Holdings With
Others Like Me

3rd Party Tools /
Industry Data
Needed

Cross-sell
Education

Proactive
Recommendations - 
Not Just Upsell

How Can I Help
You? (Chat)

Life Event “Gifts”

Immediate
Feedback To
Requests

Direct Chat With
Business Area

Compare Against
NLG Customer

Compare Against
Themselves

Am I On Track To
Retire At An Age
Of My Choice?

What Will My
Retirement Income  
Be If I Raise Or Lower
My Contributions?

Suggestions Of
Additional Products To 
Own At My Age & In
The Future

Links To Reports From 
Financial Organizations
(I.E. Bloomberg
Reports)

Peer ComparisonChange Owner

I Want To
Integrate Data
With Google Now

Easy Access To
Call Center To
Ask A Question

Update EFT Data
Via Bank

Pre-Fill Forms
With Customer
Data

Straight-Through
Processing  
(No Faxing Of Forms)

1-Click Bank
Integration /
Login

Accept Payment
Information /
Send To Bank

Transactions
From Vantage

Notify Title Team Notify
Disbursement
Team

Clear Route To
Most Common
Transactions

“Payments”
Button On
Landing Page

I Want To Be
Able To Pay/Contribute
Via Apple Pay 
/Paypal

Online Forms -
Button To Submit

I Want To Be Able To 
Easily ‘Mash Up’ My  
NLG Data With  
Other Data

Make Payments
Via Venmo Or
Paypal

External 1-Stop
Change For
Personal Info

E-Signature If A
Form Is Required

Robo Advisor
That Knows My
Current Holdings

Select Account View Current
Coverage For A
Policy

Request A
Withdrawal

View Policy
Beneficiaries

Get Tax Form
Info

Request A Loan View Withdrawal
Change

Retirement
Income
Projections

See Our
Illustration For
Payment Amount

Document
Delivery

Login

Create A Digital
Wallet Via Bank

Change
Password

Logout

View My Profile

Communication
Preferences

Privacy Settings /
Agent

Orientation /
Onboard To
“Natalie”

I Want To Easily
Sign Up For The
Site

I Don’t Want To
See Vast Tables
Of Numbers

Physical
‘Welcome Kit’

I Want A Choice
To Have Documents 
Sent In The Mail Or
Electronically

Reminders To
View Holdings On
A Regular Basis
(I.E. Quarterly)

I Want Registration To 
Be A Simple, Single 
Page

I’d Like A Unique
Password To
Help Me Feel
Secure

Require As Little
Information As
Possible

Password Hints
(If Forgotten)

Personality

Data-Driven 
Story Telling

Real-time
Calculations 
Of Options

No JargonPaperless
Options

Friendly
Onboarding For
New Policy
Owners

Sign-in Via
Facebook Login 

I Want Key
Features
Highlighted In A
Tutorial

I Don’t Want To
Change My
Password All The
Time

If I Update My
Contact Info In
One Place, It Should 
Update Everywhere

I Don’t Want To
Be Asked To Join
A Chat Every
Minute 

Online Chat /
Help With
Registration

I Want To Skip
Tutorials

Password Reset
Should Be Simple
And Go To My
Email Or Text

Mobile Changes
Sync’d With Web
Profile

Easy To Read
Graphics That
‘Pop’

I Want To See
My Retirement
Accounts In Mint

Life Insurance
Calculator

Clear Contact Info For 
My Agent - Mobile  
‘Click To Call’ For Advice

Get Customer
Data From Vantage 
Systems
(Crm System)

Dms Team For
Denodo Web
Services

Simplifying And
Creatively Displaying
Complex Data

Display Current
Data

24/7 Text Message  
With Rapid Next Day
Response

Get Calculations
From Actuaries
For Projections

Policy Rules &
Regulations From
Actuarial And
Compliance

Simple Dashboard With
Current Vs.
Recommended
For My Situation + Age

Educate Me..
Annuity Vs.
Ira Vs. Index Funds
Why Annuity?

Agent Who Can
Readily Call Up
My Info

Easy Way To
Schedule
Appointment For
Advice

I Want Tool Tips
To Give Me A
Simple Explanation Of
Words Or Concepts

Holistic 1 Payment
Total For All
Policies / Loans

How Do I Compare To 
My Peers  
(People Like Me)?

I Want Choice:
Do Things Online, Call 
My Agent, Call NLG

On Demand Report  
I Can Print Out Where I
Stand And Where I Should Be 
- Your Past & Future Track

I Want To See A
Robust Dashboard With
My Account
(Summary)

Life Insurance
Calculator
(House + Kids +
Car = …)

I Want To Share
What I’m
Covered For

Easy To Locate
Link To Call
Center

I Want Descriptions To
Pop Up Over Terms I 
Don’t Understand

Notify Me Via Text/Email 
When I Need To Attend
To Something About  
My Policy

Mobile App
Financial
Transactions In
Few Steps

Any Forms Should Be
Entirely Online  
(“I Haven’t Bought 
Stamps In A Year”)

Ability To Set-up
Reminders

I’d Like To Link My 
Social Media Profile To 
The Account To Have
NLG Adjust

I Want An Option
To Use My Existing
Fingerprint At
Login

Sign In With
Facebook Or
Linkedin Account

Personal Each
Page With Name

Simple And High-level
Dashboard. I Don’t Want
“Insurance Jargon.”

I Want A
Dashboard To Be
Colorful And
Friendly

I Want To Use
My Email
Address As A
Username

Regis/Login:
Security
Workstream
[User Provisioning,
Web Dev Team,
Help Desk,  
Sys Sec]

Call Center / 
Help Desk

Marketing  
And IT Obtains And 
Owns A Transactional
Email Service

Update Customer
Databases  
(4 In Total)

Dms Team To
Consolidate Data
Via Denodo Web
Services

Friendly Colors &
Animations
(Transitional)

Snapchat /
Instagram / ‘story’
Statements

Fast, Secure

We held multiple workshops with the NLG 
team to transform the 2020 CX Strategy and 
Concepts into a Product Roadmap, Story 
Map and ultimately an agile backlog. 

We used a Service Design approach to go 
beyond just mapping out the Customer 
experience to map out the new internal 
systems and processes that would allow for 
service to scale. 
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National Life Group Initial design exploration

The first design task was to establish an 
overall interaction model and design language 
that would serve to guide the product across 
responsive web as well as native apps. 

Part 2 / Customer Portal Redesign
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National Life Group User Experience design

We architected the product, created the user 
flows and worked with various fidelity artifacts to 
determine the final content, data and requirements. 

Part 2 / Customer Portal Redesign
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National Life Group Prototyping and user testing

Prototypes of various fidelity were created in 
order to test the usability of the design across 
multiple platforms with real customers. 

Part 2 / Customer Portal Redesign
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Customer service 
responsive web portal

Customer service app
iOS and Android

National Life Group  Customer service portal launch
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Outcomes

National Life Group had a comprehensive CX Strategy for a ‘direct to 
consumer’ business based on the complete customer lifecycle across all 
channels and moments of interaction.  

For the first time, National Life Group had an understanding of the policy holder 
based on primary research. 

The new Customer Service portal allowed for scale of service enabling National 
Life Group to pursue a growth strategy with new customer acquisition.

1M+
Policy holders

350%+
Increase in user engagement

90%
Increase in net promoter score

625%+
Increase in self-service transactions

National Life Group Outcomes
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Role
Product Owner, IBM Studios
Executive Creative Director / IBM, 
Havas Worldwide

Agency
Havas Worldwide

Client
IBM

Year
2015 - 2016 

Topics 
•  Design system
•  Product strategy
•  Prototyping
•  User research

IBM Sprout*
Conceiving the first component design system for IBM

03.
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IBM Sprout* Overview

Role description

For the initial 2-3 months I worked with IBM leadership to define the 
approach and team needed in order to secure funding to proceed as an 
agile team in the IBM Studio. 

Once the team was secured, I acted as Product Owner to lead the day-
to-day activities of the team including research, development and testing 
of prototypes, an initial pilot and ultimately the MVP. The team i led 
was made up of IBMers and full-time on-site ‘consultants’ from partner 
agencies like Havas, VSA Partners and Ogilvy. 

Another dimension of my role was communication and collaboration with 
IBM leadership and the other product teams in the Studio. I facilitated 
workshops and work sessions with studio teams and ongoing guidance 
and input from leadership of IBM Studio, IBM Brand and IBM Design. 

Overview 

As Product Owner I reported to IBM’s VP of Global Brand and 
VP of Platforms, IBM Studios.  

I led the multi-disciplinary project team:
•   Business analyst
•   Content strategist 
•   User Experience 
•   Design (2)
•   Front-end engineer
•   Back-end engineer

 

My role
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Background In the first two years of the IBM Design 
Studio there had been over 30 unique applications 
built, each with their own distinct design approach. 

Problem The fragmented application design created 
an inconsistent user experience and disconnect from 
the IBM Brand. 

Objective Create a unified design system that would 
allow integration of existing applications and serve as a 
guide for new applications.

IBM Sprout* Overview
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IBM Sprout* Initial approach + assumptions

Current state Point of view

Future state Principles
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IBM Sprout* Initial approach + assumptions
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Actions

The solution had to be tools (components), 
not rules (guidelines)

The solution needed to be full stack in order to be 
consistent in front-end, back-end and data source. 

The solution needed to focus on re-use of core
components, eliminating re-work. 

Insights

Our users were also the development teams. 
Beyond the User experience of the applications, we had to design for the workflow of the teams 
creating them. 

Because IBM had a federated, self-empowered approach to teams, Designers did not 
want to have guidelines imposed on them. 
Designers were afraid that a set of guidelines would restrict their creativity and ability to innovate.

The fundamental breakdown was in development. 
Each team had a different full-stack approach, making it almost impossible to create a solution 
that had consistency in the code base and data.

Every team and every app were re-solving the same core problems rather than focusing on 
their specific challenge. 
Every time a new application would spin-up, at least the first 3 mos of work was spent re-
creating problems that had already been solved (core components, styles, etc.)

Originally working as the BrandXperience team, in our initial 
round of user research we spoke with all the disciplines within 
the application teams. Based on our learnings we were able to 
make critical adjustments to our initial assumptions.

IBM Sprout* Initial research
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Application frame Components starter kit

IBM Sprout* First iteration interface 

The core library consisted of a blank ‘frame’ that teams 
could build upon using the base components.
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IBM Sprout* First iteration interface 

We worked with several application teams to design the 
initial components, apply them to existing applications 
and see how they worked. 
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BrandXperience
Platform

BrandX
FrameBrandX APIs

Component 
Interface

Embedded 
Services

Applications

BrandX
Tool / workspace

Journey
Manager

Paid Media/
MTI

MPW

PDW

IBM Sprout* Developer ecosystem + architecture
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Actions

We needed to give design back to IBM Brand and IBM 
Design in order to separate the perception that our team 
was simply grabbing control of design. 

The system needed to be framed to more clearly 
articulate the benefits to teams. 

The system needed to more clearly demonstrate how 
the teams could still innovate.

Insights

Teams felt solution was heavy-handed. 
Teams felt the approach was a top-down solution that was being imposed on them.

Teams and business leaders felt it was restrictive. 
Application leaders and teams were concerned that their ability to develop and 
innovate would be limited. 

Learnings

While we had technically created the correct ‘thing’, we had critically 
misjudged how teams would react. Application owners and teams felt their 
ability to innovate would be too limited. Based on our learnings we made 
some fundamental pivots with the product. 

IBM Sprout* First iteration learnings
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IBM Sprout* 

The program was re-thought from the ground up. 

Our team shifted from creators into enablers.

The platform was re-conceived as an ecosystem that enabled the 
creation and ongoing innovation of new Design and User Experience. 

The language around the platform was now motivational, encouraging 
engagement rather than adherence. 

Direction would come from global teams while  innovation would 
remain within the application teams.  

IBM Sprout* Re-thinking the system
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IBM Sprout* First iteration learnings

Innovation

Control Efficiency

IBM Sprout*

We discovered three dimensions 
that exist in Design Systems: 
Innovation, Control, and Efficiency. 

To increase one dimension 
automatically decreases the others. 

In order to align with our values and 
priorities, the system had to have all 
dimensions in equal balance. 
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Unified Experience

Experience

ExperienceExperience

Experience

Experience Experience

Experience

Experience

Design 
Components

Development
Platform

Design
Philisophy Brand

IBM Sprout* 
Enabling design at enterprise 
scale through a cohesive 
ecosystem that embodies 
the IBM Brand. 
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IBM Sprout* 

48

Rather than a top-down Brand Standards approach, 
Sprout would be an open-source collaborative effort 
offered as a front-end framework, or ‘living standards’.  

Sprout*

Business
Planner

LDR
Workspace

Content
Manager

Sales
Connect

Campaign
Manager

Marketing
Asset

Events
Manager

IBM Brand

IBM Design Language

30+ 
Products &
Applications

Design Governance

Each team could “check out” the core 
components, make necessary changes, and 
re-submit new version for re-use by other 
teams and consideration for core set. 

IBM Sprout* Second iteration approach
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IBM Sprout* 

“Everything is Design.  
 Everything!”

An Ecosystem is an intentional way 
of working. 

Ecosystems enable companies to 
realize design-at-scale in a more 
unified, integrated, and streamlined 
manner.  

PAUL RAND

Objective
Enable teams to share and re-use 
UI components 

Outcomes
•    Faster front-end development
•    More unified front-end code base
•    More unified user experience
•    Experiences embody IBM brand 
    (via IBM Design Language)
•    Cross-team mobility

KPI (Short-term) 
   
•    # Contributors (devs)
•    # Adoptors (teams / apps)
•    # Components
•     # of use per component

KPI (Long-term) 
   
•    Time to market
•    Cost per app
•    Code speed / performance

Sprout*

The value was re-framed as an efficiency, and opportunity 
to be a part of designing the new experience. The work was 
put into the context of the Design heritage of IBM. 

IBM Sprout* Second iteration approach

Outcomes and metricsUnifying all descipines under a Design philosophy
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Outcomes

IBM had a model for a Design system that created a more unified experience 
guided from the top-down, and innovated from the bottom-up.

The Design system contained a base component library that included 
Design patterns, workflow, governance, and full stack architecture.

The library was housed in a code repository allowing each team to 
‘check-out’ a set of core components and re-submit a new set of custom 
components for other teams to use. 

The core set of components saved each new team approx. 3 months of 
work creating an application foundation. 

The system had a road map with clearly defined outcomes and metrics.  

•   

•   

•   

•   

•   

IBM Sprout* Outcomes IBM Sprout* 
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Role
Product Owner, IBM Studios
Executive Creative Director / IBM, Havas Worldwide

Agency
Havas Worldwide

Client
IBM

Topics 
•  Product strategy
•  Product design
•  Data science
•  Prototyping
•  Data-driven design
•  Analytics
•  Agile
•  AI

IBM Voices
Empowering an enterprise with social data.

04.
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IBM Voices Overview

Role description

For the first several months of the project I worked as the Executive 
Creative Director at Havas with IBM Leadership to craft a strategy and 
approach to get a fully funded agile team in the IBM Studio. 

Once an agile team was secured in the IBM Studio, I then went full-
time into the IBM Studio to lead it as the Product Owner. The team i led 
was made up of IBMers and full-time on-site ‘consultants’ from partner 
agencies like Havas, VSA Partners and Ogilvy. 

For the first year I worked very hands-on with the team to establish 
Voices as an example of how product development could transform 
marketing into a service-led experience. This included hands-on design, 
research and workshops. 

For the second year I became more active as an ambassador of the 
IBM Studios giving demos of Voices to the IBM BOD, visiting clients and 
corporate tours. I also spent a great deal of time identifying new groups in 
IBM to collaborate with including IBM Research/Watson. 

Overview 

As Product Owner I reported to IBM’s Head of Corporate Social 
Programs and later the VP of Global Content.  

I led the multi-disciplinary project team: 
•   Data Scientist
•   User Experience 
•   Design 
•   Design Technologist 
•   Back-end engineer/architect (3)

 

My role
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Background IBM had thousands of social media channels 
representing the business, products and IBMers. The 
corporate social media team wanted to leverage the power 
of the data and content created.

Problem IBM’s social presence was fragmented into 
multiple tools, programs and channels often creating more 
noise than value. 

Objective Unify IBM’s social efforts into one platform that 
would allow for measurement, improvement and leveraging 
the data for business use.   

IBM Voices Overview
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IBM Voices Platform architecture

Educate, empower and activate IBMers Collect, structure and analyze 
social data and content

Make social content and data accessible 
and meaningful to IBM and its clients

1. Nurture 2. Optimize 3. Engage

Guidance Activation Governance Collection Metrics Content discovery Data insights

Business conduct guidelines IBM Select

Our values Forward Thinker

Social computing guidelines Social brand management

Digital IBMer Social Business Manager (SBM) Official Voices list

Registration
Guideline compliance 
Effectiveness
Measurement
Verification

Scoring / algorithm Visualizations
Subject matter expert (SME)

Business unit / brand

Enterprise 

Taxonomy

Meta-data

Content

The platform was designed to leverage all of the existing IBM social 
programs and tools as a foundation for new uses. 

With endless possibilities, the biggest question was...where to begin?
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IBM Voices

Use case 1:
Social scoreboard
Background
The corporate social media team was tasked with enabling 
the enterprise with guidance and creating a consistent 
output that reflected IBM’s values. 

Problem
The team was often in a reactive mode, policing content 
after it had already been published. 

Objective 
Create a consistent metric for social use that brought 
transparency to performance with a consistent metric that 
was publicly displayed for all to see.

Desired outcome
By celebrating content that performed most in line with 
IBM values, that Voices would become a tool that created 
behavioral change by motivation. 
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At the heart of Voices was the scoring 
algorithm. The score was designed to 
celebrate the values of unique engagements 
and interactions over quantity of views, and 
constantly evolved to create better results. 

IBM Voices Scoring algorithm Use case 1 / Social scoreboard  
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The team iterated to an MVP in two-week 
sprints. The design moved quickly into a 
data-driven proof of concept in order to work 
with real results. The first design contained a 
list view and a grid view for higher impact. 

IBM Voices Design and prototyping to MVP Use case 1 / Social scoreboard 

Data-driven proof of concept MVP - List view MVP - Tile view
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IBM Voices Design and prototyping to MVP Use case 1  

Within a year, Voices became the default view of social 
content in IBM. The first data-driven content on ibm.
com, the destination is where executives, IBMers, 
industry and press would come to see IBM’s social 
POV and what was trending. 
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IBM Voices First responsive design Use case 1 / Social scoreboard 

Among its many firsts, Voices also was the first 
destination on ibm.com to use fully responsive 
design. Working with the global pattern team, we 
designed the first responsive patterns that were then 
leveraged for the global design system on ibm.com.
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IBM Voices Influencer view Use case 1 / Social scoreboard 

Because the volume of corporate accounts 
dwarfed the activity of IBM influencers, we 
created a separate view so IBM could have 
a view of their most effective individuals.  
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IBM Voices Use case 2 / Week at-a-glance

Use case 2:
Week at-a-glance

Becoming more of a true analytics tool, the ‘week 
at-a-glance’ view became a way for IBM to see if its 
marketing dollars were truly gaining the share of voice 
intended, and what content was driving success.  
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IBM Voices Use case 2 / The Voices API  

Use case 3:
The Voices API

The amount of requests for new uses of Voices was 
increasing beyond the team’s ability to create them. In 
order to allow other IBM teams to innovate with Voices 
we created the first API in the IBM Studio that was 
leveraged in over 50 unique instances.   
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IBM Voices Use case 4 / Event display 

Use case 4:
Event display

We created a data-driven display that IBM teams 
could customize for each event. The display became 
a permanent part of the Social Business Engagement 
Center as well as key IBM locations.
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IBM Voices Use case 5 / Industry analysis  

Use case 5:
Industry analysis

A new view was created allowing teams to see how 
IBM was performing against competitors. The tool 
could be customized to analyze any set of desired 
competitive market social data. 
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IBM Voices Use case 6 / Watson + Voices  

The Voices team partnered with the IBM Watson 
team at IBM Research to conceive uses for Watson 
and social data. It was envisioned that Watson 
could enable Voices to process large amounts of 
unstructured data, analyze, diagnose and recommend 
business actions. 

+
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IBM Voices Outcomes

Most enterprises don’t even 
know what’s missing from 
their social media strategy, 
but Voices solves it.”

“

Sebastian Turner
Senior Account Executive, Twitter

Voices is the best tool IBM has 
ever built for communications.”

“

Chris Nay
Communications Lead, IBM Research
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Outcomes

•  IBM had a consistent metric that reflected their values of meaningful 
   interactions over quantity of distribution. 

•  Executives had a tool to measure the performance and effectiveness of 
   their social marketing dollars.

•  The transparency of social media perfomance created an awareness of 
   the best of IBM’s efforts, an explanation for why things performed well and   
   a way for teams to apply learnings to their social marketing efforts.  

Voices was the first:
•  dynamic design system on ibm.com
•  dynamic content on ibm.com
•  responsive design patterns on ibm.com
•  API developed in the IBM Studio

  

IBM Voices Outcomes
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Stephen Fritz
me@stephenfritz.com
862-251-0140
www.stephenfritz.com

Thank you


